Abstract. The nlsur command is better suited to demand-system estimation than the suite of ado-files provided in Poi (2002, Stata Journal 2: 403-410) because it is faster and requires only one ancillary ado-file. This article replicates the results presented in Poi (2002) by using nlsur instead of ml.
Introduction
In Poi (2002) , I showed how to use Stata's ml commands to fit the quadratic almost ideal demand system (QUAIDS) of Banks, Blundell, and Lewbel (1997) . Although the programs presented in my earlier article continue to work, I strongly encourage users of Stata 10 and beyond to use the nlsur command instead. nlsur fits a system of nonlinear seemingly unrelated regressions by using iterated feasible generalized least squares, and for this class of models iterated feasible generalized least squares is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation. Thus nlsur and ml will produce identical results.
Using nlsur has two clear advantages over ml. First, estimation of demand systems is typically much faster using nlsur rather than ml because nlsur uses an optimization algorithm designed specifically for least-squares problems that does not require the computation of second derivatives. Second, although both methods require a likelihoodevaluator program, the ml method requires several additional ancillary ado-files. On the other hand, nlsur requires just one ado-file.
Example
In [R] nlsur, the final example shows how to fit the almost ideal demand system of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) to a model with four goods. Here I fit a QUAIDS model and verify that the results agree with those produced by using ml. Poi (2002) presents the estimating equations for the QUAIDS model along with the parameter restrictions implied by economic theory; because that article is freely available at the Stata Journal web site (http://www.stata-journal.com), I do not show those equations here.
To use nlsur to fit a demand system, we must first write a "function evaluator" program. That program accepts a list of variables and a parameter vector, and returns the predicted values for each equation. Accompanying this article is an ado-file that Because the error covariance matrix is identically singular (since expenditure shares sum to one), I dropped the fourth share equation during estimation. To recover the parameters of that equation, you can use nlcom:
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These point estimates match those in Poi (2002, 408) . The standard errors differ very slightly; the standard errors reported by ml are based on the Hessian of the likelihood function, whereas the standard errors reported by nlsur are based on an outer product of gradients calculation.
Fitting this model by using ml required about two minutes on my computer, while fitting the model by using nlsur required just nine seconds.
Summary
Demand-system estimation has become much easier in Stata with the introduction of the nlsur command in Stata 10. Using nlsur requires you to write or modify just one program file, and the speed of nlsur makes computationally intensive procedures like obtaining bootstrap standard errors practical. For those who frequently fit demand systems, a useful endeavor would be to write a wrapper command around nlsur to allow one to fit demand systems with different numbers of goods; choose among the almost ideal demand system, QUAIDS, and other specifications; and perhaps allow for different price indices to be used.
